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Abstract: We present a kind of model of quantum electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction, all 
the action and the equations of motion of charged particle and electromagnetic field are given. The 
main characteristics of the theory are: the model obeys the action principle; free charged particle 
and free electromagnetic field obey the Dirac equation and the Maxwell equation of free fields, 
respectively; for the case of interaction, both the equations of motion of charged particle and 
electromagnetic field lead to the normal current conservation naturally; the theory is Lorentz 
invariant and gauge invariant, and returns to the conventional local QED under appropriate limit 
conditions. Taking advantage of the Yang-Feldman equations and the Lehmann-Symanzik- 
Zimmermann formalism, we establish the corresponding quantum theory. 
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There are a large number of literatures on nonlocal field theory. In this paper, we present a 
kind of model of quantum electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction. The model shows that the 
gauge principle holds not only for local interaction but also for nonlocal interaction for the system 
of charged particle and electromagnetic field. 
All symbols and conventions of this paper follow Ref.[1], for example, 
)1 ,1 ,1 ,1( diag −−−+=αβg . 
 
1  A scalar function )(xf  and two vector functions )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  
We take into account a scalar function )(xf  and two vector functions )(xU µ  and )(xV µ . 
For )(xf  we ask that  
① The corresponding inverse function )(~ xf  exists and satisfies 
)()()(
~
d 44 yxzyfzxfz −=−−∫ δ .                      (1-1) 
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If the Fourier transform of )(xf  exists: 
xkkfkxf ⋅∫= i44 e)(ˆ)π2(d)( ,                          (1-2) 
then it is easy to prove that xk
kf
kxf ⋅−∫= i44 e)(ˆ1)π2(d)(~  satisfies (1-1). 
② Under some appropriate limit conditions, )(xf  satisfies 
)()( 4 xxf δ→ .                             (1-3) 
For )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  we introduce 
ν
µµν x
xUxU ∂
∂≡ )()( , ν
µµν x
xVxV ∂
∂≡ )()( ,                     (1-4) 
It is obvious that the following formulas hold: 
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For )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  we ask that 
① Both the two corresponding determinants satisfy 
0)( )( ≠≡ xUxU µν , 0)( )( ≠≡ xVxV µν ;                   (1-6) 
Hence, the corresponding inverse functions 
)(
)(~
xU
xxU ν
µµν ∂
∂≡  and 
)(
)(~
xV
xxV ν
µµν ∂
∂≡  exist and 
satisfy 
µνµλλνµνλνµλ δδ == )(~ )(  ,  )(~)( xUxUxUxU ; µνµλλνµνλνµλ δδ == )(~ )(  ,  )(~)( xVxVxVxV .    (1-7) 
② Under some appropriate limit conditions, )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  satisfies 
µµ xxU →)( , µµ xxV →)( .                        (1-8) 
In sum, what we make demands on a scalar function )(xf  and two vector functions )(xU µ  
and )(xV µ  are (1-1), (1-3), (1-6) and (1-8). These demands are not harsh and there are many 
functions satisfying these conditions. For example, the function 
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in which all 9) , 2, 1,(  L=iai  are constants satisfies (1-1) and (1-3) under the limit 11 →a , 
02 →a , 04 →a , 06 →a  and 08 →a , or under the limit 03 →a , 05 →a , 07 →a , 09 →a  
and 186421 →++++ aaaaa ; the function 
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in which all 7) , 2, 1,(  L=ibi  are constants satisfies (1-6) and (1-8) under the limit 11 →b , 
02 →b , 04 →b  and 06 →b , or under the limit 03 →b , 05 →b , 07 →b  and 
16421 →+++ bbbb ; etc.  
In this paper we consider two cases. In Case1, we assume that all the functions )(xf , 
)(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are independent of wave function )(xψ  of charged particle and 
electromagnetic four-potential )(xAµ ; In Case2, we still assume that both the functions )(xf  
and )(xU µ  are independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ , but )(xV µ  is a function of )(xAµ . 
Some characteristics of the functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  will be given and proved 
in place. 
 
2  The case that all the functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are independent of 
)(xψ  and )(xAµ  
2.1 The action and its gauge invariance 
As well known, the action of the conventional local QED is 
I(CL)eEM SSSS ++= ,                           (2-1) 
( )( )∫ −−−= )()( )()(d41  , , , ,4EM xAxAxAxAxS µννµµννµ , )(i)(d4e xmxxxS ψγψ µµ  −∂∂= ∫ ,  (2-2) 
)()(d  4I(CL) xAxjxeS µµ∫−= .                        (2-3) 
In (2-3), )()()( xxxj ψγψ αα =  is current density of charged particle. 
    Replacing I(CL)S  given by (2-3), we employ 
( ) )()(~)( )()()()(dd  44I yAyVyVyVxUfxUxjyxeS γγβλλβαα −−= ∫            (2-4) 
as the interaction action of the system of charged particle and electromagnetic field. In (2-4), all 
the functions )(xf , )(xU µ , )(xU βα , )(yV µ , )(yV  and )(
~ yV γβ  are introduced in Sect.1 and 
independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ .  
The interaction expressed by (2-4) is nonlocal since the point µx  in )(xjα  is different 
from the point µy  in )(yAγ . On the other hand, IS  returns to I(CL)S  under the limit 
conditions (1-3) and (1-8). 
We now prove that the action (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) is invariant under the following gauge 
transformation: 
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)(e)( )(i xx xe ψψ χ−=′ ,                           (2-6) 
( ) )()( )()(d)( 4 yyVyVxUfyx θχ λλ −= ∫ ,                   (2-7) 
where )(xθ  is an arbitrary scalar function.  
At first, under the transformation (2-5) and (2-6), EMS ′  and eS ′  in which the field variables 
are )(yAµ′  and )(xψ′  become 
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On the other hand, notice that under the transformation (2-5) and (2-6), all the functions 
)(xf , )(xU µ , )(xU βα , )(yV µ , )(yV  and )(
~ yV γβ  are invariant since they are independent of 
)(xψ  and )(xAµ , and 
)()()()()()( xjxxxxxj αααα ψγψψγψ ==′′=′ ,                  (2-9) 
IS ′  in which the field variables are )(yAµ′  and )(xψ′  thus becomes ( )
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In the Appendix A of this paper we shall prove 
( ) 0)(~)( =∂∂ ρ
ρσ
y
yVyV ,                           (2-10) 
substituting (2-10) to the above expression of IS ′  and using integration by parts, IS ′  becomes 
( ) ; )()(~)( )()()()(dd  44II yyVyVy yVxUfxUxjyxeSS θγβγ
λλβαα ∂
−∂+=′ ∫  
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In the Appendix A of this paper we shall prove 
( ) ( ) )()()()(~)()( yV
x
yVxUfxU
y
yVxUf βαγ
λλγβα
λλ
∂
−∂−=∂
−∂ ,             (2-11) 
substituting (2-11) to the above expression of IS ′  and using (1-7), IS ′  becomes ( )
( ) ; )()( )()()(dd  
)()(~)( )()()()(~)()(dd  
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Hence, combining (2-8) with the above expression of IS ′ , we have 
( ) , )()( )()(d)(d  )()(d                            444
IeEMIeEM
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SSSSSS
θχ λλααµµ −∂
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∂+
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∫∫∫  
thus, if the function )(xχ  is introduced by (2-7), then we have IeEMIeEM SSSSSS ++=′+′+′ , 
this means that the action (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) is invariant under the gauge transformation (2-5) ~ 
(2-7). 
2.2 The equations of motion of charged particle and electromagnetic field and whose gauge 
invariance 
By the variational equation 0
)(δ
δ =
x
S
ψ  we obtain the equation of motion of charged particle 
)()()(i xxexm
x
ψΦγψγ µµµµ =

 −∂
∂
,                    (2-12) 
( ) )()()( )()(d)()( 4 yAyVyVyVxUfyxUx ββαλλαµµΦ ~−= ∫ .             (2-13) 
The classical limit of the equation (2-4) is 
( ) ( ) τΦΦτΦΦτ
ν
µννµρµσρσσρ
ρ
d
d )()(
d
d )()( 
d
d
 , ,
 , ,
2
2 xxxegxxxexm −=−= ,       (2-14) 
where the term ( ) τΦΦ
ν
µννµρµ d
d )()(  , ,
xxxeg −  is a generalization of the Lorentz force. According 
to the formulas (1-5), (2-10), (A-3) and (A-4) we can prove 
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x
x
x
x
xx
   (2-15) 
By the same approach proving that the action (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) is gauge invariant 
showed in Sect. 2.1 we can prove that the equation of motion (2-12) ~ (2-13) is invariant under the 
gauge transformation (2-5) ~ (2-7). On the other hand, it is obvious that (2-14) and (2-15) is gauge 
invariant. 
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By the variational equation 0
)(δ
δ =
yA
S
µ
 we obtain the equation of motion of 
electromagnetic field 
( ) )()()(   yeWyAyA
y
µµννµ
ν =−∂
∂ ，， ,                     (2-16) 
( )∫ −= )()()()()(~)()( yVxUfxUxxjyVyVyW λλνααµνµ 4d .             (2-17) 
It is obvious that (2-16) and (2-17) is invariant under the gauge transformation (2-5) ~ (2-7). 
Under the limit conditions (1-3) and (1-8), (2-12), (2-13) and (2-16), (2-17) return to two 
equations )()()(i xxAexm
x
ψγψγ µµµµ =

 −∂
∂
 and ( ) )()()(   yejyAyA
y
µµννµ
ν =−∂
∂ ，，  in the 
conventional local QED, respectively. 
The equation of motion of electromagnetic field (2-16) can be written to different forms. We 
first calculate ( ) )( )()(~ d )(~)( 4 yVyVzUfyzUzU ρµλλσρ ∫ −  for (2-16), where the function )(~ xf  is 
the inverse function of )(xf  and satisfies (1-1), and have 
( ) ( )
( ) ; )( )( )()(~ d )(~)(
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~
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For the “left” expression of (2-18), notice that 
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ν
ρµ ，，，， ,  and using integration by parts 
and (2-11), and we have 
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In the Appendix A of this paper we shall prove 
( ) ( ) )()()()()(~)()(d 44 yxzVyUfzVxUfzVxzU −=−−∫ δσσρρ ,          (2-19) 
using (2-19) we calculate the “right” expression of (2-18) and obtain 
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Substituting the above two results to (2-18), we obtain the different forms of the equation of 
motion of electromagnetic field: 
)()(
~
)(~)(~)( xej
x
xFxUxUxU µν
αβνβµα −=∂
∂ , ( ) )()(~)(~)()(~ xejxFxUxU
x
xU µαβνβν
µα −=∂
∂ ,   (2-20) 
where 
( ) ( ))()( )()( )()(~ d )(~   4 yAyAyVyVyVxUfyxF ρσσρβσαρλλαβ ，， −−−= ∫ ;       (2-21) 
)(~ xFαβ  defined by (2-21) is antisymmetric in the pair of indices: 
)(~)(~ xFxF βααβ −= .                           (2-22) 
2.3 The current conservation 
We can prove immediately that the equation (2-12) leads to the current conservation equation 
( ) 0)()()( =∂∂=∂∂ µµµµ ψγψ x xxx xj .                       (2-23) 
On the other hand, for the equation of motion of electromagnetic field (2-16), using (2-10), (2-11) 
and integration by parts we have 
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And, further, by calculating ( )∫ − )()(~ d )( 4 yVzUfyzU λλ  for the above expression and using 
(2-19), we obtain 0
)( =∂
∂
α
α
z
zj
.  
On the other hand, from the first equation in (2-20) and notice that )(~ xFαβ  satisfies 
(2-22), we can obtain directly 
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In the above calculation, we have used the formula ρ
αββνµαρ
µν
y
yU
yUyU
y
yU
∂
∂−=∂
∂ )(~)(~)(~ )(
~
, which 
can be proved by the method proving (A-3); and taken account of σ
ρµ
µ
ρσ
x
xU
x
xU
∂
∂=∂
∂ )()(  due to 
(1-5), which leads to µ
ρσσαµβσ
ρµσβµαµ
ρσσβµα x
xUxUxU
x
xU
xUxU
x
xUxUxU ∂
∂=∂
∂=∂
∂ )()(~)(~)()(~)(~)()(~)(~ . 
Hence, similar to the conventional local QED, the equations of motion of electromagnetic 
field (2-16) and (2-17) leads to the current conservation equation (2-23) naturally. 
 
3  Some remarks and the definition of transverse four-vector 
3.1 Some remarks 
What theory of quantum electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction we construct in Sect. 2 
obeys the action principle, has gauge invariance, leads to the normal current conservation, and 
returns to the conventional local QED under the limit conditions (1-3) and (1-8). We can try to 
choose some special forms of the functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  and obtain some concrete 
results of the theory. 
A special case of µµ xxU =)( , µµ xxV =)(  and xk
kr
kxf ⋅+= ∫ i4404
4
e
1
1
)π2(
d)( , where 0r  is 
a constant, has been studied and, thus, a theory of classical electrodynamics without singularities 
has been obtained in Ref. [2]. This special choice, however, is incapable of removing the 
divergence of the vacuum polarization[3]. Hence, even if the functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and 
)(xV µ  being independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ  and making that there is not any divergent term 
in the classical and quantum theory existed, for which it seems as if we have no simple choice. 
We now investigate the case that both two vector functions )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are 
dependent of wave function )(xψ  of charged particle and electromagnetic four-potential )(xAν : 
( ) ( ))( ,)( ;)(     ,   )( ,)( ;)( xAxxVxVxAxxUxU νµµνµµ ψψ == .            (3-1) 
Although we assume that )(xf  is still independent of )(xψ  and )(xAν , 
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( ))()( yVxUf λλ −  is now dependent of )(xψ  and )(xAν . 
For this case, if we still choose (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) as the action of the system, then it 
seems that it is quite difficult to find out two functions ( ))( ,)( ; xAxxU νµ ψ  and 
( ))( ,)( ; xAxxV νµ ψ  such that the action (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) is invariant under the gauge 
transformation (2-5) and (2-6).  
For ensuring the gauge invariance, from (2-9) we see that )()( xx ψγψ µ  is invariant under the 
transformation (2-6), Furthermore, all )16 , ,2 ,1(   )()( L=ixx iψΓψ  as well, where )16 , ,2 ,1(   L=iiΓ  
denotes the sixteen matrices ;  ,  ,  ,  , 55 γγγσγ µαβµI  And then, we construct a general transverse 
four-vector )(G xA
µ
⊥  corresponding to electromagnetic four-potential )(xA
µ  (whose the exact 
definition will be discussed), which is invariant under the transformation (2-5). Hence, if )(xU µ  
and )(xV µ  are functions of   , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ :  
( )( ) ,  )( ;  , )()( , )()( ;)( ,  )( ;  , )()( , )()( ;)( G21 G21 xAxxxxxVxV
xAxxxxxUxU
νµµ
νµµ
ψΓψψΓψ
ψΓψψΓψ
⊥
⊥
=
=
L
L
              (3-2) 
then both )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are also invariant under the gauge transformations (2-5) and (2-6); 
and, further, all )(xU µν , )(xU , )(xU µν
~ , )(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  as well.  
Eq. (3-2) includes various cases. For example, )(xU µ  can be independent of 
  , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ , or can be only dependent of , )()( 1 xx ψΓψ  
  , )()( 2 Lxx ψΓψ  or )(G xAν⊥ , or dependent of   , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ , 
)(xV µ  as well. Of course, if both )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are independent of 
  , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ , then we retune to the case discussed in Sect. 2. 
If both the 4-vector functions )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  in (2-12), (2-13) and (2-16), (2-17) are 
functions of   , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ , then we can prove that the equations of 
motion (2-12), (2-13) and (2-16), (2-17) of charged particle and electromagnetic field are still 
gauge invariant due to all )(xU µ , )(xU µν , )(xU , )(
~ xU µν , )(xV µ , )(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  
are invariant under the gauge transformation (2-5) ~ (2-7), and the current conservation equation 
(2-23) holds yet. 
On the other hand, if both the 4-vector functions )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  in (2-1), (2-2) and 
(2-4) are functions of   , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ , then we can prove that the 
action given by (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) is still gauge invariant. 
However, the variational equations 0
)(δ
δ =
x
S
ψ  and 0)(δ
δ =
yA
S
µ
 corresponding to the action 
(2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) now not only cannot lead to the equations of motion (2-12), (2-13) and 
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(2-16), (2-17), but also lead to unacceptable equations of motion of charged particle and 
electromagnetic field (We don’t write out the concrete calculation process here). On the other hand, 
it seems as if it is quite difficult to find out an action that can lead to the equations of motion 
(2-12), (2-13) and (2-16), (2-17) when )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are dependent of 
  , )()( , )()( 21 Lxxxx ψΓψψΓψ  and )(G xAν⊥ . 
What we can do when we face this situation? If we give up the action principle and assume 
that the equations of motion of charged particle and electromagnetic field are still given by (2-12), 
(2-13) and (2-16), (2-17), respectively, then the theory still keeps integrity, for example, we can 
establish the corresponding quantum theory yet (See the discussion in Sect. 5). Hence, maybe this 
approach is not unacceptable. 
In Sect. 4 we shall investigate a special case of (3-2) that both )(xf  and )(xU µ  are 
independent of )(xψ  and )(xAν , but )(xV µ  is a simple function of )(G xAµ⊥ . For this case, if 
we still choose (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) as the action of the system and obey the action principle, then 
maybe the established theory is acceptable. For this purpose, we first discuss the construction of 
the general transverse four-vector )(G xA
µ
⊥ . 
3.2 Transverse and longitudinal four-vectors 
3.2.1 The definitions of transverse and longitudinal four-vectors and the expansion of )(xAµ  
according to the polarization vectors 
By )(// xA
µ  called the longitudinal four-vector corresponding to )(xAµ  we denote the part 
of the form )(xΞµ∂  in a four-vector )(xAµ , based on )(// xAµ , we define the transverse 
four-vector corresponding to )(xAµ : 
)()()( // xAxAxA
µµµ −=⊥                            (3-3) 
in which there is not function of the form )(xϕµ∂ . 
The form of gauge transformation (2-5) only leads the change of )(// xA
µ , namely, )(xAµ⊥  is 
invariant under the transformation (2-5). Hence, if we can segregate the longitudinal part )(// xA
µ  
from )(xAµ , then by (3-3) we can construct the invariant components )(xAµ⊥  under the 
transformation (2-5) of )(xAµ . 
Formally, taking advantage of the Fourier transform, )(// xA
µ  and )(xAµ  can be written to 
the forms 
xkxk kkkkk
x
xxA ⋅−⋅− ∫∫ −=∂∂=∂= i4
4
i
4
4
// e )(ˆ)π2(
d ie )(ˆ
)π2(
d)()( ΞΞΞ µ
µ
µµ ,         (3-4) 
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xkkAkxA ⋅−∫= i44 e)(ˆ)π2(d)( µµ , xkxAxkA ⋅∫= i4 e)(d)(ˆ µµ , )(ˆ)(ˆ kAkA −=∗ µµ .       (3-5) 
The last formula in (3-5) holds since )(xAµ  is a real function. 
From (3-4) and (3-5) we see that the longitudinal part )(// xA
µ  of )(xAµ  is the component of 
)(ˆ kAµ  along the µk  axis, which can be formally written to the form )(ˆ2 kAkk
k νν
µ
; for 
segregating such part, we take advantage of the four polarization vectors[1] 3) ,2 ,1 ,0(  )()( =λε µλ k , 
which satisfy 
; )()(  , )()(
;
)(
)(  ; 0)()(  ; 0  , 1  ,)(
3
0
3
0
)()())(())(()()(
22)3()2()1(
0
)0(
µν
λ λ
νλµλλλλλ
νλµλµν
µµµµµµµµµµµ
εεεε
εεεε
gkkggkkg
knk
nknkkkkkknnnnk
==
−⋅
⋅−===>==
∑∑
= =′
′′′′
     (3-6) 
)(ˆ kAµ  thus has the following expansion: 
∑∑
=′
′′
=
==
3
0
)())(()(
3
0
)()( )(ˆ)()(ˆ   ,  )(ˆ)()(ˆ
λ
νλνλλλ
λ
λµλ
µ εε kAkgkAkAkkA .          (3-7) 
Notice )(
)()(
)( )0(2222)3(
k
knk
nk
knk
kk µ
µµ εε
−⋅
⋅−
−⋅
= , we can introduce 
, )(ˆ
)(
)(ˆ)(ˆ
, e )(ˆ
)π2(
de )(ˆ)(
)π2(
d)(
)3(22)0()0(
i
)0(4
4
i
)0()0(4
4
)0(
kA
knk
nkkAkA
kAknkAkkxA xkxk
−⋅
⋅−=
== ∫∫ ⋅−⋅− µµµ ε
           (3-8) 
)2 1,(     e )(ˆ)(
)π2(
d)( i)()(4
4
)( == ∫ ⋅− λε λµλµλ xkkAkkxA ,                (3-9) 
∫∫ ⋅−⋅− −⋅∂∂=−⋅= xkxk kAknkkxkAknk kkxA i)3(224
4
i
)3(224
4
)3( e )(
ˆ
)(
i
)π2(
de )(ˆ
)()π2(
d)(
µ
µµ ;   (3-10) 
From (3-8) ~ (3-11) we have 
)()()()( )3(
2
1
)()0( xAxAxAxA
µ
λ
µ
λ
µµ ++= ∑
=
.                   (3-11) 
3.2.2 The characteristics of )2 1,(   )()( =λµλ xA  and )()3( xAµ  
Using the characteristics )2 1,(   0)()( == λε µλµ kk  given in (3-6), from (3-9) we see that the 
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component along the µk  axis of the Fourier transform )(ˆ)( )()( kAk λ
µ
λε  of )2 1,(   )()( =λµλ xA  is 
)2 1,(     0)(ˆ)( )()(2 == λε λνλν
µ
kAkk
k
k ,                    (3-12) 
in other words, both )2 1,(   )(ˆ)( )()( =λε λµλ kAk  are perpendicular to the µk  axis, hence, both 
)2 1,(   )()( =λµλ xA  are transverse four-vectors. 
From (3-10) we see that the Fourier transform )(ˆ
)(
)3(22
kA
knk
k
−⋅
µ
 of )()3( xA
µ  is fully 
parallel to the µk  axis, this can be verified formally as follows: 
)(ˆ
)(
)(ˆ
)(
)(ˆ
)(
)3(22)3(22
2
2)3(222
kA
knk
kkA
knk
k
k
kkA
knk
kk
k
k
−⋅
=
−⋅
=
−⋅
µµν
ν
µ
,    (3-13) 
hence, )()3( xA
µ  is longitudinal four-vector.  
3.2.3 The longitudinal part )(//)0( xA
µ  of )()0( xA
µ  
Formally, the longitudinal part )(//)0( xA
µ  of )()0( xA
µ  can be written to the form 
 
 , )()(d
e )(
)π2(
dde )(ˆ)(
)π2(
d)(
)0(
4
2
)(i
)0(24
4
4i
)0()0(24
4
//)0(
yAyxDy
xx
yAk
k
kkykAkk
k
kkxA yxkxk
ν
νµ
νν
µνν
µµ ε
−∂∂
∂=
==
∫
∫∫∫ −⋅−⋅−
   (3-14) 
0
0i
2
0
0i
3
3
i
24
4
e1
π2
de
)π2(
de 1
)π2(
d)( xkxk
k
kk
k
kxD −⋅⋅− ⋅−
−=−= ∫∫∫ kkxk ;          (3-15) 
However, (3-14) and (3-15) cause two questions: ① As well known, the function )(xD  varies 
with the integral paths of the variable 0k  bypassing the two points k± ; ② If )()0( xAµ  
satisfies □ 0)()0( =xAµ , where □ means the d'Alembertian operator νµµνλλ xxg ∂∂
∂=∂∂
2
, then 
there are singularities in the integral )()(d )0(
4 yAyxDy ν−∫ . 
For dealing with these two questions, according to the classification of 02 ≠k  and 02 =k , 
)()0( xA
µ  is firstly divided into two parts: 
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, )(~)(
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆    
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e )(ˆ)(
)π2(
d)(
)0()0(
i
)0(3
30
i
)0(3
30
i
)0(3
3
     
0
i
)0(3
30
i
)0()0(4
4
)0(
00
0
0
0
xAxA
kAnkkkAnkk
kAnkk
kAnkkkAkkxA
k
xk
k
xk
xk
k
k
xk
k
xk
µµ
µµ
µ
µµµ ε
+=
++
=
==
−=
⋅−
=
⋅−
⋅−
′±≠′
′
⋅−⋅−
∫∫
∫∑
∫∑∫
kk
k
      (3-16) 
xk
k
k
kAnkkxA ⋅−
′±≠′
′
∫∑= i)0(33
     
0
)0( e)(
ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆)(
0
0
µµ
k
,                  (3-17) 
( ) ( ) . d )( ee
)π2(
d 
π2
∆
de)(
)π2(
d
π2
∆de)(
)π2(
d
π2
∆
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆)(~
4
)0(
)(i i)(i i
3
30
4)(i
)0(3
30
4)(i
)0(3
30
i
)0(3
30
i
)0(3
30
)0(
0000
00
00
yyAkk
yyAkkyyAkk
kAnkkkAnkkxA
yxyx
k
yxk
k
yxk
k
xk
k
xk
µ
µµ
µµµ


 +=
+=
+=
−⋅+−−⋅+−−
−=
−⋅−
=
−⋅−
−=
⋅−
=
⋅−
∫
∫∫
∫∫
yxkkyxkk
kk
kk
   (3-18) 
For )()0( xA
µ  we have □ 0)()0( ≠xA µ  unless 0 )(ˆ 0)0( =′±≠′ kkkA , )(
~
)0( xA
µ  satisfies 
□ 0)(~ )0( =xAµ .                             (3-19) 
① The longitudinal part )(//)0( xA µ  of )()0( xA µ  
As well-known, for the function )(xD  defined by (3-16), according to the different integral 
paths of the variable 0k  bypassing the two points k± , we can obtain four functions  
4) 3, 2, 1,(         e1
π2
de
)π2(
de1
)π2(
d)(
0
0i
2
0
0i
3
3
i
24
4
=⋅−
−=−= −⋅⋅− ∫∫∫ ikkkkkxD xk
C
xk
C
C
ii
i kk
xk    (3-20) 
corresponding to the four paths 4) 3, 2, 1,(  =iCi  in Fig.1. Other forms of 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD iC  
can be found in the Appendix A of this paper. 
As well known, all 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD
iC  satisfy 
□ 4) 3, 2, 1,(       )()( 4 == ixxD
iC δ ;                      (3-21) 
)()( ret1 xDxDC ≡ , )()( adv2 xDxDC ≡  and )()( F3 xDxDC ≡  are so called the retarded, advanced 
Green functions and the Feynman propagator for the paths 1C , 2C , 3C  in Fig.1 (a), (b), (c), 
respectively[1, 4]. 
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                  (a)                                      (b) 
 
 
                  (c)                                      (d) 
Fig.1  The path for the integral of the variable 0k  
 
Hence, in spite of the physical meaning of the four functions 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD
iC  and only 
from the point of view of pure mathematics, according to (3-13), the longitudinal part )(//)0( xA
µ  
of )()0( xA
µ  can be written to the form 
)()(d)( )0(Total
4
2
//)0( yAyxDyxx
xA ννµ
µ −∂∂
∂= ∫ .                 (3-22) 
The general form of the function )(Total xD  is 
)()()()()(
4321 4321Total xDCxDCxDCxDCxD CCCC +++= , where all 4) 3, 2, 1,(  =iCi  are constants. 
However, according to (A-7) we see that the four functions 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD
iC  are not dependent, 
)(Total xD  thus can be made up of arbitrary three of the four functions; here we choose )(1 xDC , 
)(
2
xDC  and )(3 xDC  as three dependent functions and, thus, )(Total xD  becomes 
)()()()( F3adv2ret1Total xDCxDCxDCxD ++= . On the other hand, )(//)0( xA µ  obtained by (3-22) 
should be real, since )()0( xA
µ  is real, but the Feynman propagator )(F xD  is a complex function, 
hence, we have to weed out )(F xD  from the expression of )(Total xD  and, thus, 
)()()( adv2ret1Total xDCxDCxD += . For ensuring 
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□ )()( 4Total xxD δ= ,                           (3-23) 
the two constants 1C  and 2C  must satisfy 121 =+CC . Finally we have 
)(
2
1)(
2
1)( advretTotal xD
CxDCxD −++= ,                   (3-24) 
where C  is an arbitrary constant. 
It seems as if )(//)0( xA
µ  given by (3-22) is uncertain, since the constant C  in (3-24) is 
uncertain. However, we can prove that )(//)0( xA
µ  determined by (3-22) is independent of the 
choice of the constant C .  
In fact, for a different choice of the constant C ′ , we have: 
, )(
2
1)(
2
1)(  , d)()()( advretTotal
4
)0(Total
2
//)0( xD
CxDCxDyyAyxD
xx
xA
′−+′+=′−′∂∂
∂=′ ∫ ννµµ  
using (A-8) we have 
( )
kk =
−⋅−⋅− −−′=−−−′ ∫ 0 ee2i)π2(d2)()( )(i)(i3
3
TotalTotal k
yxkyxkkCCyxDyxD , 
taking into account (3-18), the remainder of )(//)0( xA
µ′  and )(//)0( xAµ  becomes 
( )
( )
, 0
 )()(e )()(e                  
)(ˆd∆
2
i
)π2(
d
2
e
)π2(
d )(ˆd∆e
2
i
)π2(
d
2
   
e
)π2(
d )(ˆd∆e 
2
i
)π2(
d
2
de)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆ ee
2
i
)π2(
d
2
d)( )()()()(
0000
0
000
0
000
0
0
0
 , 
300i
 , 
300i
)0(
30
3
32
 , 
)i(
4
4
)0(
30i
3
32
 , 
)i(
4
4
)0(
30i
3
32
4i
)0(3
30
)(i)(i
3
32
4
)0(TotalTotal
2
//)0(//)0(
=


 ′+′+−′−′−×
′′′∂∂
∂−′=








′′′∂∂
∂−′−








′′′∂∂
∂−′=
′′′−∂∂
∂−′=
−−−′∂∂
∂=−′
′±≠′=
⋅
′±≠′=
⋅−
′±≠′
′±≠′=
⋅′+−
′±≠′=
⋅
′±≠′=
⋅′−
′±≠′=
⋅−
⋅′−
′±≠′=
−⋅−⋅−
∫∑∫
∫∫∑∫
∫∫∑∫
∫∑∫
∫
kkkk
k
kkk
k
kkk
k
k
k
kkkk
k
k
k
k
kk
xk
kk
xk
k
kk
ykk
k
k
xk
kk
ykk
k
k
xk
yk
k
k
yxkyxk
kkkk
kAkkk
xx
CC
ykAkkk
xx
CC
ykAkkk
xx
CC
ykAkkk
xx
CC
yyAyxDyxD
xx
xAxA
δδδδ
ν
νµ
ν
νµ
ν
νµ
ν
νµ
ν
νµ
µµ
 
since 0 )()(
00  , 
300 =′±′± ′±≠′= kkkk kkkk δδ . Hence, what )(//)0( xA
µ  we obtain by different choice 
of the constant C  are the same. 
② The longitudinal part )(~ //)0( xAµ  of )(
~
)0( xA
µ  
We have several approaches to deal with the singularities in the integral 
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)(~)(d )0(
4 yAyxDy ν−∫  arisen from )(~ )0( xAµ  satisfies (3-20), this question is essentially is only that 
of how to define this singular integral. Here we present a simple method. 
According to (3-14) and (3-22), we first write the longitudinal part )(~ //)0( xA
µ  of )(~ )0( xA
µ  to 
the form ν
ν
µ
µ
y
yA
yxDy
x
xA ∂
∂−∂
∂= ∫ )(
~
)(d)(~ )0(Total
4
//)0( , and then, using the formula  
□ λλ λλλ xxKxKx 2
1)()(
2
1
 ,   +=

 □ )(xK λ , 
it is easy to prove that this formula holds for an arbitrary vector function )(xK µ , and taking into 
account (3-19) and (3-23), through integration by parts we have 
. )(~
2
1d)(~
2
1 )(
d)(~
2
1 )(d)(~
2
1 )(
d
)(~
2
1)(~
2
1 )()(~
)0(
4
)0(
4
4
)0(
Total
2
4
)0(
2
Total
4)0(
2
)0(
2
Total//)0(



∂
∂=−∂
∂=
∂∂
−∂
∂
∂=


∂∂
∂−∂
∂=




∂∂
∂−


∂∂
∂−∂
∂=
∫
∫∫
∫
xAx
x
yyAyyx
x
yyAy
yy
yxD
x
yyAy
yy
yxD
x
y
yy
yA
yyAy
yy
yxD
x
xA
λλ
µ
λλ
µ
λλττµ
λλττµ
ττ
λ
λλλττµ
µ
δ
   (3-25) 
We see that )(~ //)0( xA
µ  determined by (3-25) is independent of the choice of the constants C  
in the function )(Total xD  given by (3-24).  
3.2.4 The formal formulas of longitudinal and transverse four-vectors 
Summarizing (3-12), (3-13), (3-22) and (3-25), formally, the longitudinal four-vector )(// xA
µ  
of )(xAµ  can be written to the following unified form: 
)()(d)( Total
4
2
// yAyxDyxx
xA ννµ
µ −∂∂
∂= ∫ ,                   (3-26) 
of course, we have to follow the calculation method given by (3-12), (3-13), (3-22) and (3-25) 
when we calculate concretely the longitudinal four-vector )(// xA
µ  of )(xAµ . 
According to (3-3), the transverse four-vector )(xAµ⊥  corresponding to )(xAµ  is 
)()(d)()( Total
4
2
yAyxDy
xx
xAxA ννµ
µµ −∂∂
∂−= ∫⊥ .               (3-27) 
It has been proved that )(// xA
µ  is independent of the choice of the constant C  in the function 
)(Total xD  given by (3-24), )(xA
µ
⊥  as well. 
    It is obvious that both )(// xA
µ  and )(xAµ⊥  given by (3-26) and (3-27) respectively are 
Lorentz covariant, and, )(xAµ⊥  given by (3-27) is invariant under the transformation (2-5). 
Especially, even if the function )(xθ  in (2-5) satisfies □ 0)( =xθ , which is so called gauge 
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transformation of the second kind, )(xAµ⊥  given by (3-27) is still invariant. 
3.2.5 The determination of transverse four-vector )(xAµ⊥  for a special case 
It is obvious that )(xAµ⊥  and )(// xAµ  given by (3-27) and (3-26) satisfy 
0)( , =⊥ xAµ µ , 0)()(  , // , // =− xAxA µννµ ,                     (3-28) 
respectively. However, even if a four-vector )(xAµ  satisfies 
0)( ,   =xAµ µ ,                              (3-29) 
we cannot conclude that )(xAµ  is a transverse four-vector immediately, since maybe in )(xAµ  
there is still a longitudinal four-vector )(xϕµ∂ , where )(xϕ  satisfies □ 0)( =xϕ . 
For this special case, when we want to determine such longitudinal term )(xϕµ∂  in )(xAµ , 
similar to (3-16) ~ (3-18), )(xAµ  expressed by (3-5) is firstly divided into two parts: 
30)-(3                                                                                                                             , )(~)(
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆e)(ˆ
)π2(
d)(
00
0
0
0
i
3
30
i
3
30
i
3
3
     
0
i
3
30
i
4
4
xAxA
kAkkkAkkkAkk
kAkkkAkxA
k
xk
k
xkxk
k
k
xk
k
xk
µµ
µµµ
µµµ
+=
++=
==
−=
⋅−
=
⋅−⋅−
±≠
⋅−⋅−
∫∫∫∑
∫∑∫
kk
k
  xk
k
k
kAkkxA ⋅−
±≠
∫∑≡ i33
     
0
e)(ˆ
)π2(
d
π2
∆)(
0
0
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( )
( ) ( ) , d )( ee
)π2(
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∆
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∆
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k
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=
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=
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⋅−
=
⋅−
∫
∫∫
∫
∫∫
yxkkyxkk
kk
k
kk
     (3-32) 
where )(~ xAµ  satisfies □ 0)(~ =xAµ . 
And, further, for, according to the four polarization vectors 3) ,2 ,1 ,0(  )()( =λε µλ k  that 
satisfy (3-6) but in which 02 =k , )(~ xAµ  has the expansion: 
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(3-36) 
    Notice )2 1,(     0
)(~ )( ==∂
∂ λµ
µ
λ
x
xA
, 0
)(~ )3( =∂
∂
µ
µ
x
xA
 (since 02 =k ), the condition (3-29) leads to 
,  0
)( ee d ee
)π2(
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∆
)(~)(~)(~)(~)(~
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3
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)0()3(
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)()0(
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x
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x
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x
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x
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x
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µ
µ
µ
µ
λ
µ
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µ
µ
µ
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this means 
0)( ee d i ii i4
00 =

 + ⋅−−⋅−∫ yAyk yy νν ykkykk ;                 (3-37) 
(In fact, using (3-29) we can prove (3-37) directly.) And, further, we have 0)(~ )0( =xAµ . 
Substituting )()( )0()3( kk
µµµ εε −⋅= nk
k  to (3-36) and using (3-37) we obtain 
. )( ee d )( ee
)π2(
d 
π2
∆
)( ee d  )(                              
 ee
)π2(
d 
π2
∆)(~
i ii i4
)0(
i ii i
3
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i ii i4
)0(
i ii i
3
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)3(
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k
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kkkxA
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νν
µ
νν
ν
µµ
ε
ε


 +⋅

 +=


 +


 −⋅×
⋅

 +−=
⋅−−⋅−⋅+⋅+−
⋅−−⋅−
⋅+⋅+−
∫∫
∫
∫
ykkykkxkkxkk
ykkykk
xkkxkk
k
k  (3-38) 
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From the above discussion we see that even if )(xAµ  satisfies (3-29), maybe in which there 
is still a longitudinal four-vector )(~ )3( xA
µ  expressed by (3-38); and only after removing this term 
can we obtain the corresponding transverse four-vector )(~)()( )3( xAxAxA
µµµ −=⊥ . 
    We discuss two examples. One is 
( ) ( ) ( ) −−−= ×= 12213113233200 21  , 21  , 21  , )(21  , )()( xBxBxBxBxBxBAAxA xxBxµ ,  (3-39) 
where )(0 xA  is independent of time 0x  and B  is a constant 3-vector, we have 
0
2
1 )()(
0
 ,   =

 ×⋅∇+∂
∂= xBx
t
AxAµ µ . 
)(xAµ  given by (3-33) is independent of time 0x , (3-32) thus becomes 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( )( ) , 0ee ee)(
π2
d )(d i
π2
∆
ee 
i
1 edeede
)π2(
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∆
d  e d sin   ee
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dd )(d 
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∆
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∫∫∫
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δ
ϕθθ
µ
µ
θµ
µµ
 
since 0)( =kkδ . )(xAµ  given by (3-33) is thus a transverse four-vector. 
Another example is 
, d)( )()( 4ret yyJyxDxA
µµ ∫ −=  where )(xJ µ  satisfies 0)( =∂∂ µ
µ
x
xJ .       (3-40) 
For this case, we have 
. 0d )()( d)( )( d)( )()( 4ret
4ret4ret =∂
∂−=∂
−∂−=∂
−∂=∂
∂ ∫∫∫ yy yJyxDyyJy yxDyyJx yxDx xA µ
µµ
µ
µ
µµ
µ
 
(3-38) becomes 
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notice 
T
k π2∆ 0 = , we obtain 
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And, further, for )(xAµ  given by (3-40), we obtain the corresponding transverse four-vector 
( ) ( ) . d)( )( ee
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)0(
)(i i)(i i
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ret
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zzJ
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yyJyxD
xAxAxA
zxzx
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µµµ
ε k
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zxkkzxkk
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
 −−
−=
−=
−⋅+−−⋅+−−
⊥
∫
∫     (3-42) 
3.2.6 A general transverse four-vector )(G xA
µ
⊥  corresponding to )(xA
µ  
Based on )(xAµ⊥  defined by (3-27), we can construct a more general transverse four-vector 
)(G xA
µ
⊥  for )(xA
µ  by the form 
)(e )(
)π2(
dd)( )(i4
4
4
G yAk
kyxA yxk µµ ξ ⊥−⋅−⊥ ∫∫= ,                  (3-43) 
where )(kξ  is a scalar function. For example, we can take ( ) ( )2243
22
21
1
exp)(
kc
ckcck
+
+

−=ξ , 
where all 4) 3, 2, 1,(  =ici  are constants, etc; Of course, if we take 1)( =kξ , then 
)()(G xAxA
µµ
⊥⊥ = . It is obvious that )(G xAµ⊥  defined by (3-43) is invariant under the 
transformation (2-5). 
Although )(xAµ⊥  given by (3-27) is independent of the choice of the constant C  in the 
function )(Total xD  defined by (3-24), for the sake of clarity, we indicate )()( retTotal xDxD = , the 
formal formulas (3-26) and (3-27) of )(// xA
µ  and )(xAµ⊥  can now be written to the forms 
yyAyxD
xx
xA 4ret
2
// d)()()(
ν
νµ
µ ∫ −∂∂ ∂= ;                   (3-44) 
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yyAyxD
xx
xAxAxAxA 4ret
2
// d)()()()()()(
ν
νµ
µµµµ ∫ −∂∂ ∂−=−=⊥ ,         (3-45) 
respectively. Of course, )(xAµ⊥  in the general transverse four-vector )(G xAµ⊥  expressed by (3-43) 
is now given by (3-45). 
 
4  The case that both the functions )(xf  and )(xU µ  are dependent of )(xψ  and 
)(xAµ  but )()( G xaAxxV µµµ ⊥+=   
4.1 General case 
We consider a function 
)()( G xaAxxV
µµµ
⊥+= ,                           (4-1) 
where a is a constant, the dimension of )(G xaA
µ
⊥  is length, e.g., meter in the SI units; )(G xA
µ
⊥  is 
defined by (3-43). The corresponding expression of )(xV µν  is 
)()()(  ,G xaAx
xVxV µ νµνν
µµν δ ⊥+=∂
∂= ;                      (4-2) 
And, further, the expressions of )(xV  and )(~ xV µν  are (See the discussion in the Appendix A.5 
of this paper) 
, )()()()()()()()(
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γ αβ γα βν µµ ν
 (4-3) 
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 ,G 
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xAxAxAxAaxaA
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β να βµ α
β αα βµ νγ αβ γα βµν
λ νµ λβ αα βµνµ νµνµν
δ
δδ
⊥⊥⊥
⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥
⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥
−

 ++

 

 +−+−=
     (4-4) 
)(xV µ  given by (4-1) thus satisfies (1-6) and (1-8) since 0)( ≠xV  and µµ xxV →)(  when 
0→a , respectively. 
For the case that both the functions )(xf  and )(xU µ  are dependent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ  
but )(xV µ  is given by (4-1), if we still choose (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) as the action of the system, 
then this action is gauge invariant, since all )(xV µ , )(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  given by (4-1), 
(4-2), (4-3) and (4-4) respectively are invariant under the gauge transformation (2-5). 
Obeying the action principle, what obtained the equation of motion of charged particle by the 
variational equation 0
)(δ
δ =
x
S
ψ  is 
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( )( ) )()()(~)( )()(d )()( i G4 xyAyVyVyaAyxUfyxUexmx ψγψγ ββαλλλαµµµµ ⊥+−= −∂∂ ∫ ;   (4-5) 
The equation of motion of electromagnetic field obtained by the variational equation 0
)(δ
δ =
yA
S
µ
 
is (The concrete derivation is in the Appendix B of this paper) 
( ) )()()()( G)2()1(  yaeWyeWyAyAy µµµννµν ⊥+=−∂∂ ，， ,                 (4-6) 
where 
( )( )∫ ⊥+−= )()()()(d)(~)()( G4)1( yaAyxUfxUxxjyVyVyW λλλνααµνµ ,           (4-7) 
)(xV  and )(~ xV µν  are given by (4-3) and (4-4), respectively; 
)(e )(
)π2(
d d)( )2(
)(i
4
4
4
G)2( zWk
kzyW zyk µµ ξ ⊥−⋅−⊥ ∫∫= ,                 (4-8) 
zzWzzD
zz
zWzW ′′′−∂∂
∂−= ∫⊥ 4)2(ret2)2()2( d)( )()()( ννµµµ ,               (4-9) 
( )( )∫ ⊥+− ∂∂−∂∂= )()()()(d )()( )(~)(~)()( G4)2( zaAzxUfxUxxjz zAz zAzVzVzVzW λλλαββρσσρσαρνν . (4-10) 
Both the obtained equations of motion of charged particle and electromagnetic field (4-5) 
and (4-6) ~ (4-10) respectively are still gauge invariant under the gauge transformation (2-5) ~ 
(2-7), and lead to that the current conservation equation (2-23) holds. Hence, the established 
theory for this special case is perhaps acceptable. 
If we take 1)( =kξ  in (3-43), namely, )()(G xAxA µµ ⊥⊥ = , where )(xAµ⊥  is given by (3-43), 
then (4-1) and (4-2) become 
)()( xaAxxV µµµ ⊥+= ,                          (4-11) 
)()()(  , xaAx
xVxV µ νµνν
µµν δ ⊥+=∂
∂= .                     (4-12) 
The expressions of )(xV  and )(~ xV µν  are (4-3) and (4-4) but in which )(G xAµ⊥  is replaced with 
)(xAµ⊥ . 
For this special case, the equation (4-5) becomes 
( )( ) )()()(~)( )()(d)()( i 4 xyAyVyVyaAyxUfyxUexm
x
ψγψγ ββαλλλαµµµµ ⊥+−=

 −∂
∂ ∫ ;   (4-13) 
On the other hand, we have 
( ) ( )[ ]
( ), )()( 1
)()(1)()()(
)(
 ,  ,  ,  , 
zVgzVg
a
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zAzA
z
zA
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τρτστστρ
τ ρτρτστ στστρρσσρρ
σ
σ
ρ δδ
−=
+−+=−=∂
∂−∂
∂
⊥⊥⊥⊥
   (4-14) 
the equations (4-6) ~ (4-10) of motion of electromagnetic field can be simplified to the form (The 
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concrete derivation is in the Appendix B of this paper): 
( ) )()()()( )4//()3(  yaeWyeWyAyAy µµµννµν −=−∂∂ ，， ,               (4-15) 
where 
( )( ) )()()()(d )(~)()( 4)3( ∫ ⊥+−= yaAyxUfxUxxjyVyVggyW λλλαββγναγµνµ ,      (4-16) 
)() (d)( )4(ret
4
2
)4//( zWzyDzyy
yW ννµ
µ −∂∂
∂= ∫ ,                  (4-17) 
 ( ) ( )( ) )()()()(d )()()(1)( 4)5()1()3()4( ∫ ⊥+−=−= zaAzxUfxUxxjzWzWzWazW λλλαββµαµµµ ,  (4-18) 
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( ) ( )
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λ νλσλ σλνµσσννσµσ
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−+

 −+
−+−=
−=
     (4-19) 
In (4-17), we have taken into account the expression (3-42) of longitudinal four-vector; In (4-19), 
we have used the formula (4-4) but in which )(G xA
µ
⊥  is replaced with )(xA
µ
⊥ .  
4.2 A fully determined example 
In the theory whose action is given by (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) in which the function )(xV µ  is 
given by (4-11) and the corresponding equations of motion of charged particle and 
electromagnetic field are given by (4-13), (4-15) ~ (4-19), the two functions )(xf  and )(xU µ  
have not been determined. For the sake of simplicity, we choose 
  µµδ xxUxxf == )(  , )()( 4 ,                        (4-20) 
we therefore obtain a fully determined example. 
According to (4-20), ; )(~  , )( µνµνµνµν δδ == xUxU  the equation of motion of charged particle 
(4-13) becomes 
( )( ) )()()(~)( )(d)( i 44 xyAyVyVyaAyxyexm
x
ψδγψγ ννµλλλµµµ ⊥+−=

 −∂
∂ ∫ ;     (4-21) 
the equation of motion of electromagnetic field is still of the form (4-15), but in which 
  ( )( )∫ ⊥+−= )()(d )(~)()( 44)3( yaAyxxxjyVyVgyW λλλγγνµνµ δ ,            (4-22) 
( )( )∫ ⊥+−= )()(d )()( 44)5()4( zaAzxxxjzWzW λλλνµνµ δ .               (4-23) 
Of course, )()4//( yW
µ  and )()5( zW
µ
ν  are still given by (4-17) and (4-19), respectively. 
For the function ( )( ))(4 yaAyx λλλδ ⊥+−  we have 
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   (4-24) 
Taking advantage of the expression (4-24), we can deal with ( )( ))(4 yaAyx λλλδ ⊥+−  when 
)(yAλ⊥  is an operator in quantum theory.  
    Of course, we can choose different expressions of )(xδ , for example, 220 π
1lim)(
x
x += → ε
εδ ε , 
x
xx
 π
)/sin(lim)(
0
εδ ε→= , 
2
2
2
0
e
2π
1lim)( εε εδ
x
x
−
→= , etc. A common characteristic of those expressions 
is that if they are written as power series expansions, then what we obtain are the form of infinite 
series but not polynomials in which there are only finite terms; this characteristic causes the 
tremendous complexities of calculation in quantum theory. 
4.3 The equation of motion of charged particle in a special external (classical) 
electromagnetic field 
We now investigate the form of the equation of motion (4-21) of charged particle in a special 
external (classical) electromagnetic field )(xAµ  described by (3-37), in Sect. 3.2.5 we have 
prove that )(xAµ  given by (3-37) is a transverse four-vector, thus, for this case )(xV µ  in (4-21) 
becomes )()( xaAxxV µµµ += , where )(xAµ  is given by (3-37). And, further, we can calculate 
the corresponding )(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  according to the formulas (4-12), (4-3) and (4-4). 
On the other hand, since the form of )(xAµ  described by (3-37) is very simple, we can employ 
directly the definitions of )(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  and obtain 
. 
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         (4-25) 
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   (4-26) 
From (4-25) and (4-26) we see that both ijV  and 
i
jV
~  are constant matrixes. 
According to (4-25) we have 
ji
j
iii yVaAyyV =+= )( y)( .                        (4-27) 
Hence, 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )jiji yVxaAyxyaAyx −+−=+− ⊥ 30004  )( )( δδδ λλλ y ;           (4-28) 
and, further, for ( )jiji yVx −3δ  we have 
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           (4-29) 
In the above calculation, we have used kVkVk ij
333 ddd ==′  and taken account of the fact that 
V is a constant. 
Using the above formulas (4-25) ~ (4-29) and notice that all )(yV , )(~ yV αβ  and )(xAµ  
given by (4-25) are independent of time 0y , we therefore have 
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If jij
i xVy ~=  and ijV~  is a constant matrix, then ijj
i
V
x
y ~=∂
∂  and, thus, 
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According to (4-26) and ijiji AAgA −==  we calculate ml
m
l xVyj
j
i AV ~
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=)( y  and obtain 
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Substituting (4-31) and (4-32) to (4-30), we obtain 
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Substituting (4-33) to (4-21), the equation of motion (4-21) of charged particle thus becomes 
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Substituting (4-35) ~ (4-37) to (4-34), we obtain the equation of motion of )(~ xψ : 
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    If 0=B , then lmlmV δ=~  and 0=iA , (4-38) thus becomes 
)(~)( )(~i 00 xAexm
x
ψγψγ µµ x=

 −∂
∂
.                    (4-39) 
Eq. (4-39) is just the same as the Dirac equation with potential in conventional relativistic 
quantum mechanics, and from (4-35) we see that the difference between )(xψ  and )(~ xψ  is only 
a phase factor, hence, for this case we obtain the same conclusions with conventional relativistic 
quantum mechanics. For example, we obtain the same energy levels of hydrogen atom without the 
Lamb shift when 
x
x eA −=)(0 . 
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If 0≠B  in (4-38), then we take 
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Substituting (4-40) to (4-38), we have 
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In (4-43), the difference between the factor 
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but, as well-known, the sum of the Bohr magneton and the anomalous magnetic moment of 
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Hence, we cannot obtain the Lamb shift and the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron 
from the equation (4-34), the reason is that (4-34) is an equation of motion of charged particle in a 
given external (classic) electromagnetic field. If we want to obtain the Lamb shift and the 
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anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, then we have to investigate the action of quantized 
radiation field. This is in accord with the point of view of conventional local QED that the Lamb 
shift and the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron are caused by quantized radiation field. 
 
5  Quantization of the theory 
5.1 Some difficulties of canonical quantization of nonlocal field theory 
We have investigated some cases of quantum electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction, 
which are summarized in Tab.1.  
 
Tab.1  The investigated cases 
Case1 (discussed in §2) 
All )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are  
independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ  
Case2.1 (discussed in §3.1) 
Both )(xf  and )(xU µ  are independent of  
)(xψ  and )(xAµ , )()( G xaAxxV µµµ ⊥+=  
Case2.2 (discussed in §3.1) A special form of Case2.1: )()(G xAxA
µµ
⊥⊥ =  
Case2.3 (discussed in §3.2) 
A fully determined example of Case2.2:  
)()( 4 xxf δ= , µµ xxU =)(  
 
If we employ the standard procedure of canonical quantization based on the 
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian approach and variation principle to establish the corresponding quantum 
theory for the cases listed in Tab. 1, then we shall meet some difficulties, since the 
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian approach and variation principle of nonlocal field theory are censured to 
be ambiguous[5]. In fact, even if for the Case1 in Tab. 1 in which there is not any time derivative 
term of )(xψ  and )(xAµ  in the interaction term IS  given by (2-4), canonical quantization 
method still shows some uncertainty, say nothing of the cases2.1 ~ 2.3 in Tab. 1 in which there are 
time derivative terms of )(xAµ  in IS . 
It seems as if some other methods of quantization, e.g., the Dirac-Bargmann method for a 
strange Lagrangian system, and that of path integral and of quantization for theories including 
higher-order derivative of field variables, are still very difficult for the cases listed in Tab. 1. 
Here we employ the method based on the Yang-Feldman equations and the 
Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann formalism to realize quantization of the cases listed in Tab. 1. 
This method skirts the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian approach and can also be used to those theories 
for which only the equations of motion are known but the corresponding action is unknown. 
5.2 Quantization of the theory under the Lorenz gauge condition 
We shall deal with the cases listed in Tab. 1 uniformly under the Lorenz gauge condition and, 
without more explanation, present the main contexts here. (Some discussions for the 
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Yang-Feldman equations and the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann formalism can be found in [1, 
4, 6, 7].) 
① The equations of motion of the field operators 
We expect that, just as in the conventional local QED, the Lorenz gauge does not generate 
new term, e.g., the Faddeev-Popov ghost, in the quantum theory. The equations of motion of the 
field operators )(xψ  and )(yAµ  thus are 
( ) )()() ,( d)()() ,( d)( i ext ext44 xyAyxyexyAyxyexmx ψΘγψΘγψγ ννµµννµµµµ ∫∫ += −∂∂ ,  (5-1) 
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In (5-1), ( )
ext
) ,( yxνµΘ  is still expressed by (5-2) but in which )(xAµ  is replaced with a given 
external field )(ext xA
µ . 
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For the Case1, both ) ,( yxνµΘ  and ) ,( xyµνΩ  are independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ ; for the 
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Cases2.1 ~ 2.3, both ) ,( yxνµΘ  and ) ,( xyµνΩ  are only dependent the corresponding transverse 
four-vector of )(xAµ  but independent of )(xψ . 
    Replacing EMS  in (2-2) with ∫−=′ )()(d21  , ,4EM xAxxAS νµνµ , we can obtain the equations 
of motion (5-1) ~ (5-4) of charged particle and electromagnetic field by the variational equations 
0
)(δ
δ =
x
S
ψ  and 0)(δ
δ =
yA
S
µ
, respectively. 
② “In” fields and the Fock space 
The field operators )(in xψ , )(in xψ  and )(in yAµ  of “In” fields satisfy the corresponding 
equations 0)( i in =

 −∂
∂ xm
x
ψγ µµ  and □ 0)(in =yAµ  of free fields, respectively; And which can 
be written to the forms: 
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In (5-7), the four polarization vectors 3) ,2 ,1 ,0(  )()( =λε µλ k  satisfy (3-6) but in which 02 =k ; 
other quantities appearing in (5-5) ~ (5-7) can be found in the Appendix C of this paper. 
We can generate all states of the Fock space by acting with the creation operators )(in p
+
rb , 
)(in p
+
rd  and )()(in k
+ λa  on the vacuum state 0 . 
Since )(in yA
µ  given by (5-7) satisfies □ 0)(in =yAµ , similar to (3-33) ~ (3-36), )(in yAµ  has 
the expansion: 
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   (5-8) 
And, further, according to (3-13), (3-25) and (3-3) we obtain the longitudinal and transverse parts 
)(in// yA
µ  and )(in yA
µ
⊥  of )(in yA
µ : 
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respectively.  
③ The Lorenz gauge condition 
The Lorenz gauge condition holds in the mean 
0)( =∂
∂
µ
µ
y
yA .                            (5-10) 
From (5-1) ~ (5-4) and the current conservation equation (2-23) we can prove □ 0)( =∂
∂
µ
µ
y
yA , 
hence, (5-10) holds at any moment only if it holds at initial time. 
For ensuring the state vector describing a given physical situation has positive square norm, 
indefinite metric and the Gupta-Bleuler formalism are needed. For example, 
( ) 0  )()( in)3(in)0( =− kk aa .                        (5-11) 
④ The asymptotic conditions and the Yang-Feldman equations 
Using the idea of “weak convergence”, we have the asymptotic conditions for the field 
operators: 
.    when  ,  ,   , 0in3in2in2 −∞→→→→ xxAZxAxZxxZx )()()()()()( µµψψψψ     (5-12) 
And, further, considering the asymptotic conditions (5-12), the equations of motion (5-1) and (5-3) 
can be written to the following integral forms: 
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In (5-15), we have used ( )
2
)( )()( )( T
TT xxxx ψγψψγψ νν −  to replace )( )( xx ψγψ ν . 
For the Case1 in Tab.1, both ) ,( yxνµΘ  and ) ,( xyµνΩ  are independent of )(xψ  and 
)(xAµ ; however, for the Cases2.1 ~ 2.3 in Tab.1, there are some uncertainty arisen from operator 
ordering, since both ) ,( yxνµΘ  and ) ,( xyµνΩ  are functions of the operator )(xAµ . We can add 
some stipulations to avoid such uncertainty; when we do this, what principles we follow are: ① 
The theories must recur the conventional local QED under the limit case indicated by (1-3) and 
(1-8); ② On the premise of ensuring the principle ①, we choose simplest stipulations. 
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Following the above two principles, we substitute (5-15) to (5-13) and (5-14), and put the 
normal product )(LN [1] in place; then replacing (5-13) ~ (5-15), the integral forms of the 
equations of motion (5-1) and (5-3) are now written to 
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We now can substitute so called the Yang-Feldman ansatz 
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==
0
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0
)( )()(  , )()(
n
n
n
n
n
n yAeyAxex µµψψ                  (5-20) 
to the operator equations (5-16) ~ (5-19) and obtain recursively the field operators )(xψ  and 
)(yAµ . 
Notice that the normal product )(LN  is only defined on the operators )(in prb , )(in prd , 
)()(in kλa , )(in p+rb , )(in p+rd  and )()(in k+ λa , hence, for obtaining )()( xnψ  and )()( yA nµ , we use 
the normal product after all )1 , ,2 ,1 ,0(  )( , )( )()( −= niyAx ii Lµψ  are expressed by )(in prb , 
)(in prd , )()(in kλa , )(in p+rb , )(in p+rd  and )()(in k+ λa  in (5-16) ~ (5-19).  
The iterative process of calculations in solving the operator equations (5-16) ~ (5-19) is thus 
determined fully. For example, we obtain 
)()(  , )()(  , )()( in3(0)in2)0(in2)0( yAZyAxZxxZx
µµψψψψ === ;         (5-21) 
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( ) ( ) )( )( ) ,( d ) (d)( )0()0()0(4ret4(1) xxxyxyyDyyA ψγψΩ νµνµ NN ′′−′= ∫∫ ,       (5-23) 
where ) ,()0( yx′νµΘ  and ) ,()0( xy′µνΩ  are expressed by (5-2) and (5-4), respectively, but in which 
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)(xAµ  is replaced with )()0( xA
µ . 
⑤ The determination of the transverse four-vector )(xAµ⊥  of )( yAµ  
    According to the current conservation equation (2-23), we can prove that )(yJ ′µ  given by 
(5-19) satisfies 0)( =∂
∂
µ
µ
y
yJ , hence, by comparing (5-18) and (3-40) and using (5-21) and (3-42), 
we can determine the transverse four-vector )(xAµ⊥  corresponding to )( yAµ  given by (5-18) as 
follows. 
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where )(in yA
µ
⊥  and )( yJ
µ  are given by (5-9) and (5-19), respectively. 
Of course, for concrete calculation, according to (5-20), we have to calculate 
) 3, 2, 1,(     )()( L=⊥ nyA nµ  in steps. 
⑥ “Out” fields and the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann reduction formulas 
We introduces the field operators )(out xψ , )(out xψ  and )(out yAµ  of “Out” fields, which 
satisfy the corresponding equations 0)( i out =

 −∂
∂ xm
x
ψγ µµ  and □ 0)(out =yAµ  of free fields, 
respectively; and write )(out xψ , )(out xψ  and )(out yAµ  to the forms: 
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Using the idea of “weak convergence”, we have the asymptotic conditions for the field 
operators: 
.   when  , )()(  , )()(  , )()( 0out3out2out2 +∞→→→→ xxAZxAxZxxZx µµψψψψ   (5-28) 
And, further, corresponding to (5-16) ~ (5-19), we have the concrete forms: 
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In (5-31), )( yJ ′µ  is given by (5-19). 
Since all )(in xψ , )(in xψ , )(in yAµ , )(out xψ , )(out xψ  and )(out yAµ  satisfy the 
corresponding equations of free fields, we can prove that the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann 
reduction formulas hold yet for the theory given in this paper and we can, thus, take advantage of 
such reduction formulas to calculate transition amplitude conveniently.  
For example, for the case those initial and final states are an electron, the corresponding 
transition amplitude is 
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Substituting the field operator )(xψ  obtained from (5-16) ~ (5-19) by iterative method to 
(5-32), we can calculate the transition amplitude 〉′′〈 inout ) ,( ) ,( rr pp . 
We therefore obtain a complete quantum theory of the model of quantum electrodynamics 
with nonlocal interaction discussed in Sect. 2 and Sect. 4. 
     
6  Summary 
In this paper, we investigate some cases summarized in Tab.1 of a kind of model of quantum 
electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction, of which the main characteristics are as follows: The 
theories obey the action principle; free charged particle and free electromagnetic field obey the 
Dirac equation and the Maxwell equation of free fields, respectively; for the case with interaction, 
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both the equations of motion of charged particle and electromagnetic field lead to the normal 
current conservation (2-23) naturally; all the action and the equations of motion are invariant 
under the gauge transformation (2-5) ~ (2-7). Besides these conclusions, the Lorentz invariance of 
the theories is obvious, and the theories return to the conventional local QED under the limit case 
indicated by (1-3) and (1-8). Hence, all the Cases in Tab.1 satisfy all what requirements a 
generalized theory must satisfy.  
For steering clear of some difficulties and reprehensions of the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian 
approach and the action principle of nonlocal theory, we take advantage of the Yang-Feldman 
equations and the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann formalism to establish the corresponding 
quantum theory of all the theories in Tab.1. 
We therefore have presented intact theoretical frameworks of classical and quantum cases for 
all theories in Tab.1 of a kind of model of quantum electrodynamics with nonlocal interaction; 
from the theoretical frameworks we see that, in principle, we can calculate any question of 
classical and quantum electrodynamics by the theories in Tab.1. 
Some other questions will be studied further. For example, we can write out the 
Yang-Feldman equations and the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann formalism under the temporal 
gauge 0)(0 =xA  for the theories in Tab.1, thus, can we prove the equivalence of the formalism 
under the temporal gauge and that under the Lorenz gauge? Etc. 
 On the other hand, how to establish systematic and convenient approach to calculate 
transition amplitudes (Can we obtain some rules calculating transition amplitudes similar to the 
Feynman diagram)? Especially, by choosing appropriate functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ , 
e.g., for the fully determined example discussed in Sect. 4.2, can we obtain a theory of quantum 
electrodynamics in which there is not any divergence?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A 
 
A.1 The proof of (2-10) 
According to the characteristics of determinant we have 
)(δ)(~)()(δ yVyVyVyV αββα= ,                        (A-1) 
from (1-6) we have ( ) 0)(~δ)()(~ )(δ =+ yVyVyVyV λνµλλνµλ , i.e., 
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)(δ)(~)(~ )(~δ yVyVyVyV αββνµαµν −= ,                      (A-2) 
we therefore obtain 
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And, further, we have 
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according to (1-5) we obtain (2-10). 
A.2 The proof of (2-11) 
We use two different methods to prove (2-11). The first is based on the Fourier transform of 
)(xf . From (1-2) we have 
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from the above two expressions we obtain 
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The second method is using function algorithm directly but needn’t to depend on the Fourier 
transform of )(xf . According to function algorithm we have 
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from the above two expressions we obtain 
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This is just (A-4). 
According to (A-4), ( )α λλ y yVxUf ∂ −∂ )()(  and ( )β
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∂
−∂ )()(  can be transformed each 
other, for example, we can obtain (2-11) by multiplying (A-4) with )(yV µτ . 
A.3 The proof of (2-19) 
We first calculate ( ) )( )()(d 44 ygyKxKy µµδ −∫ , where )( yg  is an arbitrary (scalar, vector 
or tensor) function, )(xK µ  is an arbitrary vector function, for which we set )( yK µµξ =  and 
denote )(xK µµξ =0 , the corresponding inverse function is )(ξµµ yy =  and we have 
µµ ξ xy =)( 0 . Introducing β
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According to (1-1) and (A-6) we have 
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This is just (2-19). 
A.4 The four functions 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD
iC  
Defining[1, 4] 
xkk
k
⋅+
± ∫= ii33)( 0e2i)π2(d)( xkxD m , 
the four functions 4) 3, 2, 1,(  )( =ixD
iC  can be written to the following forms 
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A.5 A vector function  
We consider a form of 
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The corresponding inverse functions 
)(
)(~
xK
xxK ν
µµν ∂
∂≡  is 
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We can verify that the above functions )(xKαβ  and )(
~ xKαβ  satisfy (1-5), (A-3) and (2-10), 
and we can prove that )(~ )3( xK
µν  satisfies 
)(
4
1)()(~ )4( ,    )3( xKxxK
µνλ νµλ δΛ = . 
If we take )()( G xAx
µµΛ ⊥=  in the above formulas, where )(G xAµ⊥  are given by (3-43), then 
according to 0)( ,G =⊥ xAλ λ , from the above formulas we obtain the expressions of )(xV  and 
)(~ xV µν  given by (4-3) and (4-4).  
 
 
 
Appendix B 
 
For the case that both )(xf  and )(xU µ  are independent of )(xψ  and )(xAµ , )(xV µ , 
)(xV µν , )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  are expressed by (4-1), (4-2), (4-3) and (4-4), respectively, since all 
the functions )(xf , )(xU µ  and )(xV µ  are independent of wave function )(xψ  of charged 
particle, from the action (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4) and the variational equation 0
)(δ
δ =
x
S
ψ  we obtain 
immediately the equation of motion of charged particle (4-5).  
We now derivate the equation of motion of electromagnetic field by the variational equations 
0
)(δ
δ =
yA
S
µ
. For the sake of simpleness, notice[1, 4] xk
k
kxD ⋅−⋅−+
−= ∫ i2
0
4
4
ret e)i(
1
)π2(
d)(
kkε , we 
write formally )(xAµ⊥  and )(G xAµ⊥  to the forms 
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Formally, from (4-1) we see that )(xV µ  is only a function of )(G xAµ⊥  and independent of 
)( ,G xA
µ ν⊥ , and from the forms of (4-3) and (4-4) we see that both )(xV  and )(
~ xV µν  are only 
functions of )( ,G xA
µ ν⊥  and independent of )(G xAµ⊥ , we therefore have 
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In (B-2), µ)1(W  is expressed by (4-7). In the above derivation, we have used the expression (B-1) 
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Similar to the derivation of (A-5), we have 
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from (A-1) and (A-2) and considering (4-1), we have 
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we therefore obtain 
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Substituting (B-3) and (B-5) to (B-2), and using integration by parts for the last term in (B-2), 
we have 
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Using (2-10), (A-3) and (1-5) we have 
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Substituting (B-7) to (B-6) and considering (2-11), (B-6) becomes 
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where we have used the integration by parts for α1z , and )(G)2( yW
µ
⊥  is given by (4-8) ~ (4-10). 
On the other hand, as well-known, 
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Using the method shown in §2.3, it is easy to prove that (B-10) leads to the current 
conservation equation (2-23); and, further, substituting the current conservation equation 
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νµνµ
≡−=
−−=
−−=
=
∫
∫
 
where )()3( zW
µ  and )()4( zW µ  are expressed by (4-16), (4-18) and (4-19), respectively; )()1( zW µ  is 
still expressed by (4-7) but in which )(G xA
µ
⊥  is replaced with )(xA
µ
⊥ . And, further, since 
1)( =kξ  in (4-8), it becomes 
( ) )()()(1)()()()( //)4()1()3(//)2()2()2(G)2( yWyWyWayWyWyWyW µµµµµµµ −−=−== ⊥⊥ .     (B-11) 
Substituting (B-11) to (4-6), we obtain 
( ) ( )
. )()(
)()()(1 )()()(
//)4()3(
//)4()1()3()1(
  
yaeWyeW
yWyWyW
a
aeyeWyAyA
y
µµ
µµµµµννµ
ν
−=


 −−+=−∂
∂ ，，
 
This is just (4-15). 
 
 
Appendix C 
 
    All the quantities appearing in (5-5) ~ (5-7) can be found in standard textbooks; for the 
integrity of the paper, we list out these quantities and some characteristics here. 
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r uE
mx ⋅+ =ψ , )(e
π)2(
1) ,( i3/2
)( pp
p
r
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r vE
mx ⋅−− =ψ , 
1)()( =pp rr uu , 1)()( =pp rr vv , m
mpuu
r
rr 2
)()(
2
1
+=∑
=
λλγpp , 
m
mpvv
r
rr 2
)()(
2
1
−=∑
=
λλγpp ; 
)(e
2π)2(
1) ,( )(
i
3/2
)(
)( k
k
k µλµλ εxkxA ⋅−− = , )(e
2π)2(
1) ,( *)(
i
3/2
)(
)( k
k
k µλ
µ
λ εxkxA ⋅+ = . 
{ } )()( ,)( 3inin pppp ′−=′ ′+′ δδ rrrr bb , { } )()( ,)( 3inin pppp ′−=′ ′+′ δδ rrrr dd , 
[ ] )()( ,)( 3))((in)(in)( kkkk ′−−=′ ′+ ′ δλλλλ gaa ;  others = 0. 
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